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Abstract. Malocclusion caused by the tongue position makes trouble for communication
and health. To cure oral habits that underlie such issues, oral myofunctional therapy
plays an important role. Unfortunately, physical examinations using X-rays or devices
installed in the patient’s mouth should be involved as the side effects currently. Therefore,
the objective tongue position evaluation without burden to the patients have been proposed
and studied for a long while. Here, we employ an evaluation technique using vocal tract
area function that was estimated from the partial auto-correlation (PARCOR) coefficient
to calculate intraoral information while reducing the burden on patients. The research
results showed that as the difference between the measured value and the estimated vocal
tract area function was significant, it should be reduced with a new method.
Keywords: PARCOR analysis, Speech analysis, Vocal tract, MRI

1. Introduction. Malocclusion by the tongue produces various health problems such as
temporomandibular disorder, and a solution to this issue has long been sought. However,
such occlusion has a very wide range of occurring positions and causes. Oral habits,
such as the tongue-thrust swallowing, contribute to malocclusion. If these oral habits are
not corrected, orthodontic treatment cannot proceed smoothly and the positions of the
teeth could well return to their former state even after the completion of treatment. Oral
myofunctional therapy (MFT), which improves the coordination of the oral muscles, is
generally used to improve such oral habits [1]. Its effects can be evaluated by examining
mastication, deglutition, and pronunciation. More conventional methods, for instance,
cineradiography and palatograms, have been used as analysis methods to find the tongue
position. However, problems exist with these techniques: cineradiography involves radia-
tion exposure, and palatograms require the patient to wear a sensor in their mouth and
thus their natural movements cannot be evaluated.

Therefore, an objective analysis of tongue function that does not burden the patient
during speech is necessary. Formant frequency analysis is a useful way to determine the
position of the tongue [2-4]. The first formant frequency (F1) is changed by the height of
the tongue and is high in the low tongue sound. The second formant frequency (F2) is
changed by the anteroposterior position of the tongue and is high in the retraction of the
tongue. However, this analysis can evaluate only the tip of the tongue.

In a previous study, we used articulatory feature analysis to evaluate tongue function
from the viewpoint of the basic units of phonological structure. We first examined speech
while a transpalatal arch was attached, and then analyzed the speech of participants with
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the tongue-thrust swallowing habit. In the tongue-thrust swallowing habit, the tongue
is projected forward from the opening between the upper and lower front teeth when
swallowing. The teeth position of the patient suffering from the tongue-thrust swallowing
habit might be moved by the pressure of the tongue, as long as their oral habits still
remain.

The articulatory feature refers to a property of speech based on its voicing or on its
place or manner of articulation in the vocal tract. It is possible to evaluate each voice in
detail by investigating each distinctive articulatory feature. Articulatory feature analysis
can analyze the transmission rate of the articulatory feature defined. As a result, we
confirmed its validity in the evaluation of tongue position. However, since the voices of
healthy people did not differ from those with tongue-thrust swallowing habits in terms of
auditory impression at all, a significant difference was not observed in transmission rates.
Because of individual differences between participants, a standard analysis method has
not been established.

Thus, in this study we focused on vocal tract area function estimated using the partial
auto-correlation (PARCOR) coefficient to evaluate tongue position and confirmed the
validity of the proposed method as a new diagnostic technique by comparing with the
measured values from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

2. Experiment.

2.1. Measuring the vocal tract area by MRI. In the present study, while partici-
pants spoke each Japanese vowel for 20 seconds, we imaged the coronal section area of
the head and neck using MRI. The MRI apparatus was a Philips Intera Achieva 1.5 T
Nova (Amsterdam, Nederland). However, an MRI cannot be extracted from hard tissue.
Therefore, to photograph the teeth, we took a teeth mould of the participant and pre-
pared mouthpiece-type trays with spacers of about 1 mm. The mouthpiece-type trays
were injected with vegetable oil to create a contrast effect, and was then attached while
taking the MRI image. Figure 1 shows the created mouthpiece. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of the vocal tract in a coronal section MRI image when a participant was speaking
the Japanese vowel /a/. We divided the vocal tract from the lip to the vocal chords in
the coronal section MRI image into 10 parts and measured each of the vocal tract’ areas
in “ImageJ [5]”. Vocal tract area was a plane perpendicular to the vocal tract center line.

Figure 1. Mouthpiece
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Figure 2. MRI image /a/ of coronal section

2.2. Recording of speech data. The recording of speech data is necessary to compare
the vocal tract area function estimated from PARCOR coefficient and the vocal tract
area measured from MRI image. When MRI image has not been performed, loud noise
exists because inside of the MRI apparatus is always working the cooling equipment and
air-conditioning. Even during measuring MRI image, very large noise occurs. Therefore,
it is not possible to perform MRI imaging and audio recording simultaneously. In this
study, speech was recorded while attaching mouthpiece in supine state before or after
the MRI experiment. It was also recorded using a microphone placed 20 cm away from
their mouth. Four healthy people (three females) and a patient with the tongue-thrust
swallowing habit (one female), all aged 20-30 years old, participated in this study after
giving their informed consent. Participants spoke each of the Japanese vowels /a/, /i/,
/u/, /e/, /o/, and repeated this three times. All participants spoke Japanese as their first
language and had normal hearing.

2.3. Estimation of vocal tract area function using the PARCOR analysis. In
this study, we calculated the vocal tract area using the PARCOR coefficient. The vocal
tract area function, which was divided into 10 parts from the lips to the vocal cords, was
analyzed using this method. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of vocal tract area function
estimation using the PARCOR analysis. Here, vocal tract area function is based on the
speech production model developed by Kelly et al. [6]. It is a set of cross-sectional areas
of each section that describes the vocal tract using a cascade connection of micro-acoustic
tubes. The cross-sectional area is constant; see Figure 4. In Figure 4, l is the length of the
micro-acoustic tube, An is the cross-sectional area of section n, and κn is the reflection
coefficient between section n and section n + 1.

First, because a voice waveform contains the characteristics of the sound source as well
as the radiation, it is necessary to remove these properties before obtaining vocal tract
area function. After removal of the characteristics of the sound source and the radiation,
we determined the PARCOR coefficient using an autocorrelation function of the speech
waveform. Here, the reflection coefficient κn can be expressed by Equation (1).

κn =
An − An+1

An + An+1

(1)

Reflection coefficient κn and cross-sectional area An are related via Equation (2).

An =
κn − κn+1

κn + κn+1

An+1 (2)

In addition, because the PARCOR coefficient kn corresponds to the reflection coefficient
κn, vocal tract area can be determined from the PARCOR coefficient kn via Equation (3):

An =
kn + kn+1

kn − kn+1

An+1 (n = p, p − 1, · · · , 1) (3)
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Figure 3. Flow of the vocal tract area function estimation from the speech
waveform [7]

Figure 4. Vocal-tract model [7]

3. Result. We compared the vocal tract areas analyzed from the measured values in MRI
images and the estimated values from PARCOR analysis. Figure 5 shows an example of
vocal tract area function determined from the MRI image. Figure 6 shows an example of
the vocal tract area function of the Japanese vowel /a/ estimated using PARCOR analysis.
We can evaluate the pitch of the tongue objectively since the area is close to 0 when the
tongue approaches the palate. The smaller order is the lips side on the horizontal axis.
The larger order is the glottis side. The last glottal side is set to 0 as a reference, and
the relative value of the vocal tract area is determined. The vowels /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/
were estimated similarly. From Figure 5 and Figure 6, there was little correlation seen
between each of the vocal tract area functions. The relationship between measured and
estimated values was also little for not only other participants but also other vowels. This
indicates that the vocal tract shape is unable to be estimated directly using the PARCOR
coefficients.
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Figure 5. Vocal tract area function /a/ that was measured by the MRI image

Figure 6. Vocal tract area function /a/ that was estimated by using the
PARCOR coefficient

4. Conclusions. In this study, we examined and compared the measurement of vocal
tract area function using MRI and estimating it from the audio signal. The results showed
that the difference between the measured value and the estimated vocal tract area function
was large. In addition, it was also similar across participants and vowel sounds. For this
reason, we need to consider a new approach to reduce the difference from now on.
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